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1. INTRODUCTION
This course aims to provide a strategy approach that combines theory with practical application so
that you can feel comfortable about applying this knowledge in your own workplace.
We broadly define ‘internal reporting’ as the information that is provided to managers and employees
to support their activities (i.e. planning, controlling, evaluating, decision-making) in running the
organisation on a day-to-day basis.
We use the term ‘internal reporting processes’ to describe the overarching framework of how internal
reports are provided. For example, there will be a combination of budgets, monthly performance
reports, financials, operational data, and ad hoc reporting for special decisions that occur throughout
the organisation. In many organisations, these internal reports evolve in an ad hoc manner over
time and, as a result, lack organisation and integration. The aim of this course is to enable you to
create more structured, clearly linked internal reporting processes that improve your organisation’s
performance.
As internal reporting is a much more flexible, open-ended and less clearly defined area than external
reporting, there is plenty of scope for either too much or too little information. Unclear, untimely, or
confusing information that does not adequately support organisational decisions is also problematic.
Many employees are too busy performing their routine day-to-day tasks to take the time to sit back,
review and assess how their organisation reports internally. However, by reflecting on these areas
and processes, opportunities arise to improve, streamline, educate and, of course, make better
decisions. Taken together, a strategic approach to internal reporting processes can add value and
focus to organisations. Accountants’ roles are now considerably broader than traditional accounting
work. Accountants must work with other departments, provide analysis, communicate effectively,
submit recommendations, and help develop organisation strategy. For example, accountants are now
often situated in the business unit, rather than isolated in the finance team. This course emphasises
accountants’ strategic role in working with other staff and areas.
Throughout this course, we use a detailed fictional case study, Vineyard2U Pty Ltd, to provide you
with the chance to identify issues, apply techniques and evaluate new ideas. A second fictional case
study, Monte Industries Ltd, is provided in the final section of this course to help you consolidate
your learning. We hope that you will be able to demonstrate a ‘return on investment’ from your
time working through these materials. This may include an improved knowledge of costs, a clearer
understanding of the links between strategy, budgeting and internal reporting, or having clearer key
performance indicators for staff to pursue.

1.1 INTERNAL REPORTING
An internal report is any type of publication within an organisation that contains information for use
in organisational decision-making. Internal reports can take many forms including financial
statements, budgets, project summaries, and expenditure analysis. The key aspect of internal reports
is not that they contain ‘internal’ information; rather, that they contain relevant information for internal
use. The information should be relevant, meaningful, comprehensive, and high quality, and may be
sourced within, or external to, the organisation (e.g. industry and competitor information (Suwardy
& Jiwei, 2013).
Internal reporting refers to the overall infrastructure and processes involved in the preparation,
generation, storage and dissemination of internal reports. Internal reporting therefore depends on
factors such as information technology hardware and software, the types and purposes of internal
reports, and the communication methods available.
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Internal reports can be generated on a routine basis (e.g. daily, weekly, or monthly) or on an ad
hoc basis, depending on their purpose. Regardless of their purpose or frequency, the two essential
features of internal reports are timeliness and usefulness. Reports that contain inaccurate or irrelevant
information are not useful; neither are reports that are delayed (even if they contain accurate
information).
Internal reporting assists in a number of different activities, including:
Activity

Example

Planning:

In budgeting and resource allocation.

Evaluating:

Through benchmarking.

Controlling:

In expenditure analysis and variance analysis.

Communicating:

Through budgets and strategic plans.

Coordinating:

In aligning strategies and objectives between functions.

Rewarding:

Through performance measurement and incentives.

Decision-making:

In capital expenditure and project funding allocations.

1.2 CASE STUDY: VINEYARD2U PTY LTD
Throughout this program we will refer to the Vineyard2U Pty Ltd case study. This case study
demonstrates the key aspects of internal reporting processes for the management accounting
function in a medium-sized business.
You will assume the role of finance manager as you work through the program content, so it is
important for you to be familiar with the information about this case study before you begin.

Case study: Vineyard2U Pty Ltd
Company profile
Vineyard2U Pty Ltd (V2U) is a private company owned by a combination of private investors and
private equity funds.
V2U has been operating for just over four years. The first three years were spent developing the
business concept, operating systems and marketing capability. The company is now in the second
year of a three-year growth phase, with plant and facility enhancements having been completed over
the last twelve months. It is now early January 2Y15 and the business has just completed its first half
of the 2Y14–15 financial year.
The business model is primarily to purchase high quality bottled wines in cost-effective quantities
from domestic producers and to pack, market and distribute these wines to retail and wholesale
customers. Retail customers are individual consumers located throughout Australia. Wholesale
customers include small bottle shops, restaurants, theatres and clubs with small volume requirements,
and customers with special requirements. The unique features and benefits V2U offers its customers
are:
• An extensive range of choice.
• Mixed packs of wines as ordered by the customer.
• Speedy delivery to anywhere in Australia.
• Prices that are lower than those of retail outlets (bottle shops), and equal to those of wine clubs
and discount suppliers.
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V2U establishes and maintains close relationships with small and growing vineyards and wine
producers in each of Australia’s key wine regions (including the Hunter Valley, Barossa Valley, Margaret
River and Yarra Valley). The ability of V2U to place large orders and make payments in 30 days or less
enables the business to keep supplier costs low. The purchased wine is housed in a purpose-built
warehouse facility awaiting repackaging and despatch to fulfil customer orders.
Marketing to the key market segments has been identified as a core competency and efforts have
been made to develop this ability in the last few years. Campaigns are conducted on a monthly basis,
targeting retail customers who meet the specific demographic set found to be most responsive.
Additional campaigns targeting wholesale customers are conducted, developing a niche outside
the high-volume, big-name liquor outlets and restaurant trade. These campaigns include direct
marketing via mail, phone and online, as well as sponsoring events and advertising. They have been
successful in bringing new customers to V2U, and a valuable database and marketing system is now
ready to be exploited to generate additional orders from existing customers.
The desired outcome of the marketing campaigns is to deliver ‘sales opportunities’ or leads for the
V2U sales team to convert into customer orders. For retail customers, the sales focus is on explaining
the main benefits of the offer and highlighting the overall value and savings to be made. The benefits
to wholesalers are lower prices, and savings on packing, logistics and marketing. A successful
conversion of a sales opportunity to an order must then be quickly packed and despatched by the
V2U production team, ensuring delivery within the customer’s expectations.
Your role as finance manager
You have been appointed as finance manager for V2U, and your main responsibilities include:
• The day-to-day running of the finance department.
• Preparing and delivering financial reporting and data.
V2U’s organisational chart is presented below. Note that the operations manager coordinates
all of the outsourced functions (human resources, training, legal counsel, and information and
communications technology), although all senior managers engage with consultants.
Figure 1
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1.3 ISSUES IN INTERNAL REPORTING
When considering internal reporting, we need to consider four issues:
i. The actual reports themselves.
ii. The relevant people or stakeholders.
iii. The physical systems used.
iv. The strategic alignment.
The following sections consider the main issues relating to these key areas of internal reporting.
1.3.1 Reports
Internal reporting is intended to support operational planning, control and evaluation. However,
internal reporting efforts are often too limited or too late to be of any use. Issues with reporting can
include the quality, timeliness, breadth and depth of the information.

Question 1
Read the following V2U case extract and identify any limitations of the company’s current internal
reporting approach.
It’s early January, 2Y15 and this is your first day in your new role as finance manager. Once you’ve
settled in, you find an email message in your inbox.
10 January 2Y15
From: Gerry Smith, General Manager, V2U
To: [you]
CC:
SUBJECT: Welcome on board
Welcome to Vineyard2U. I’m sorry I can’t meet you in person, but we’re all glad to have a
dedicated finance manager on the senior team at last. I’ll start with a quick overview of what’s
coming up.
I’ve attached last month’s management reports (see below).
First, I need you to focus on getting the day-to-day finance department operations under control
and running smoothly. We need to make sure we stay on good terms with our wine suppliers
and ensure our wholesale customers are paying us promptly. I also need you to make sure the
marketing and sales costs are monitored. We now have 17 employees in the company, so there’s a
lot to manage with payroll, superannuation and employee administration.
Next, I need you to kick off the implementation of an internal reporting project. Our current
management reports are too delayed and do not appear to be useful. We also don’t have much
confidence in the reported information. I think we need to develop some performance measures,
identify appropriate benchmarks, set some real targets and review our current reporting processes.
I’ve heard of dashboard reporting and balanced scorecards – maybe that’s what we need here.
I’ve sent you a meeting request for tomorrow when I’ll be back – we’ll be able to talk more and I’ll
introduce you to the rest of the team here at Vineyard2U.
Regards,
Gerry
General Manager, V2U
‘Great wine, great prices’
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Attachment 1
Financial performance – V2U Income statement
Year to date (YTD) for the 6 month period ending 31 December 2Y14
Vineyard2U Income Statement ($)

Revenues

2Y13–14
Actual*

31 Dec 2Y14
(YTD 2Y14–15)

3,600,000

2,650,000

Cost of Goods

(1,800,000)

(1,722,500)

Gross Profit

1,800,000

927,500

Marketing

(900,000)

(662,500)

Administration

(720,000)

(318,000)

Total Expenses

(1,620,000)

(980,500)

Expenses

Earnings Before Interest and Tax (EBIT)

180,000

(53,000)

Interest

(180,000)

(132,500)

Earnings before Tax

0

(185,500)

Income Tax

0

0

Net Profit After Tax (NPAT)

0

(185,500)

* 2Y13–14 is for the full 12 month period ending 30 June 2Y14.
Attachment 2
Financial position – V2U Balance sheet
As at 31 December 2Y14
Vineyard2U Balance sheet ($)

30-Jun-2Y14

31-Dec-2Y14

Current Assets
Cash

500,000

364,500

Trade Receivables

700,000

1,000,000

Inventory

800,000

1,000,000

2,000,000

2,364,500

Plant & Equipment

2,000,000

3,000,000

Buildings / Office / Warehouse

5,000,000

5,000,000

Total Non-Current Assets

7,000,000

8,000,000

TOTAL ASSETS

9,000,000

10,364,500

Bank Overdraft

300,000

150,000

Trade Payables

700,000

900,000

1,000,000

1,050,000

Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets

Current Liabilities

Total Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Bank Loan

1,500,000

3,000,000

Total Non-Current Liabilities

1,500,000

3,000,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES

2,500,000

4,050,000

NET ASSETS

6,500,000

6,314,500

100,000

(85,500)

Invested Capital

6,400,000

6,400,000

TOTAL EQUITY

6,500,000

6,314,500

Equity
Retained Earnings
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